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---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                          Legal Information AAA 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The following Websites have permission to display this guide: 

http://www.Gamespot.com 
http://www.Gamefaqs.com 
http://www.Neoseeker.com 
http://www.Freewebs.com/espreonfaq 

You may not display this guide anywhere at anytime without permission 
to ask for permission Send an E-Mail to Majora700@Hotmail.com with 
Pokemon XD Gale of Darkness in the Subject Line so I will read it. 
Then in the body put your Name or your Internet Alias,the purpose 
why you want to redistribute this guide and the Website you are 
putting it on and I will get to you ASAP. 

Do not under any circumstances physically or virtually redistribute 
this guide for means of profit or take anything from this guide  
without giving me credit. 

Pokemon is a Regitered Trademark of Nintendo. 

Oh and I WILL find out about any plagirism you might perform 
and if you do YOU WILL be placed on the Naughty List for 
everyone to see. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                         Shadow Pokemon BBB 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Okay, Shadow Pokemon started to appear in Pokemon Colluseum. 
A Shadow Pokemon is a Pokemon that had its heart closed by Cipher, 



a Shadow Pokemon can not do the following until it has been Purified: 

Cannot participate in the Orre Colluseum 
Cannot Evolve 
Rare Candies and TMs cannot be used 
Cannot be a visitor in the Purification Chamber 
Cannot be traded to the GBA Pokemon Games 
Cannot be used in Battle Mode 
Evolution Items cannot be used 
Cannot gain levels. 
Cannot be Nicknamed 

Your duty with Shadow Pokemon: 

you the Hero needs to Snag all of the Shadow Pokemon and then Purify 
Them to thier natural state. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Shadow Pokemon Attacks CCC 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Shadow Pokemon have special Shadow moves that are Super Effective 
against Normal Pokemon and Not Very Effective against Shadow Pokemon. 
When Shadow Pokemon are purified they forget thier Shadow moves. 
As the Heart Gauge Drops some Pokemon regain regular moves. 

Shadow Blitz 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:40 
Targets: Selected target 
Description:a Pokemon throws this tackle while casting a shadowy 
aura.
Accuracy:100% 

Shadow Rush 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:55 
Targets: Selected target 
Description: a Pokemon executes a tackle while exuding a shadowy aura. 
Accuracy:100% 

Shadow End

Type: Shadow 
Damage:120
Targets: Selected target 
Description: a ferocious ram executed with a shadowey aura. 
Other effects: Causes recoil damage to the user. 

Shadow Wave 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: 50
Targets: both opposing Pokemon 
Description: Shadowy aura waves are lossed to inflict damage. 
Accuracy:100% 

Shadow Rave 

Type: Shadow 



Damage:70 
Targets: both opposing Pokemon 
Description: a shadowey aura in the ground is used to launch spikes at 
the opponents. 

Shadow Storm 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:95 
Targets: hits both opposing Pokemon 
Description: a shadowey aura is used to whip up a vicious tornado. 

Shadow Chill 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:75 
Targets: Selected target 
Description: a shadowey chill attack is launched at the opponent. 
Other effects: may freeze. 

Shadow Bolt 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:75 
Targets: Selected Target 
Description: a shadowey electrical attack is launched at the opponent. 
Other effects: may paralyze. 

Shadow Fire 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:75 
Targets: Selected Target 
Description: a shadowey fireball is launched at the opponent. 
Other effects: may burn. 

Shadow Blast 

Type: Shadow 
Damage:80 
Targets: Selected Target 
Description: a wicked blade of air created with a shadowey aura and is 
blasted at the opponent. 
Accuracy:100% 

Shadow Mist 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: hits both of the opposing Pokemon 
Description: A Shadowy aura sharply cuts the foe's evasiveness. 
Accuracy:100% 
Other effects: Harshly reduces the opponent's evasiveness. 

Shadow Hold 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: hits both of the opposing Pokemon 
Description: a shadowey aura is used to prevent the foes from fleeing. 



Other effects: prevents both opponents from fleeing or switching. 

Shadow Down 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: hits both the opposing Pokemon 
Description: a shadowey aura is used to make a fluffy down to harshly  
reduce the opponents Defense. 
Other effects: harshly reduces the opponents Defense. 

Shadow Panic 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: hits both the opposing Pokemon 
Description: a shadowey aura is used to create a flashing light to 
confuse the opponents. 
Other effects: confuses both opponents. 

Shadow Shed 

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: hits Pokemon with a Reflect barrier, a Light Screen or 
a Safeguard. 
Description: A Shadowy aura eleminates Reflect and similar moves. 
Accuracy:100% 
Other effects: nullifies Reflect Barriers, Lightscreens and 
Safeguards. 

Shadow Sky

Type: Shadow 
Damage: N/A 
Targets: affects the entire field. 
Description: a shadowey aura fills the sky to send oot bursts of 
shadowey light to hit all Normal Pokemon. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Locations DDD 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Teddiursa  Type: Normal 
Level:11 Snagged from: Spy Naps 
Where: Pokemon HQ Lab 
Moves: Shadow Blitz,Shadow Mist,Lick,Metal Claw. 
Item: None
Special Move Learned when Purified: Refresh. 

Poochyena  Type: Dark 
Level:10 Snagged from: Bodybuilder Kilen 
Where: Gateon Port 
Moves: Shadow Blitz,Shadow Hold,Poison Fang,Howl 
Item: None
Special Move Learned when purified: Heal Bell 

Ledyba  Type: Bug Flying 
Level:10 Snagged from: Casual Guy Cyle 
Where: Gateon Port 
Moves: Shadow Blitz,Shadow Shed,Aerial Ace, 
Item: None



Baltoy  Type: Ground Psychic 
Level:17 Snagged from: Cipher Peon Browsix 
Where: Cipher Lab 
Moves: Shadow Blitz,Shadow Mist,Mud-Slap,Psybeam 
Item: None. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Purification EEE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Opening the door to a Shadow Pokemon's heart is known as purification. 

To purify a Shadow Pokemon first you must get the Heart Gauge to Zero 

To drop the Heart Gauge do some of the following: 

Use the Shadow Pokemon in battles 
Use Scents on the Shadow Pokemon 
Leave the Shadow Pokemon in the Purification Chamber 
Call the Shadow Pokemon's name while it is Reverse Mode 
Walk around with the Shadow Pokemon in your Party. 

Then when you drop the heart gauge to zero do: 

if the Shadow Pokemon is NOT in the Purification Chamber go to the  
Relic Stone in Agate Village and use its powers. 

if the Shadow Pokemon IS in the Purification Chamber go to the HQ lab 
and step on the Purification's Circular Plate and press A then press A 
again to purify the Shadow Pokemon. 

after the Shadow Pokemon is purified it will gain an exclusive ribbon 
and you can nickname it and do other things a Normal Pokemon can do. 

Reverse Mode: while undergoing the purification process if you attack  
sometimes the Shadow Pokemon will go into Reverse Mode the side 
effects of Reverse mode are: 

after each turn the Shadow Pokemon will be lightly damaged 
if you try to use non-Shadow moves the Shadow Pokemon might disobey 

to snap a Pokemon out of Reverse Mode use a Scent or call it's name 
in battle.

The Purificaton Chamber: 
The purification chamber is a device located at the Pokemon HQ Lab 
that is used to purify Shadow Pokemon, to begin step on the circular 
plate at the Pokemon HQ Lab or go to any PC ans select Purify Chamber 
then press A then select Edit set. 
Then press Z to acess your PC and Party Pokemon while on the Pokemon 
Storage System Screen press Z again to acess your Party Pokemon,then 
select a Normal Pokemon and Press B and place it on a Pokeball symbol 
then select another Normal Pokemon and place it on a platform place 
up to four Normal Pokemon per set to switch sets press L or R, but for 
but for best results of Tempo (Tempo is a term for boosting the flow 
of a Shadow Pokemon) (Flow is a term for the Speed a Shadow Pokemon 
is purified) and flow select Pokemon that would be weak to the all the 
Pokemon in the set's Circle in other words if I had a Remoraid on 
the 1st platform on the second platform it would be best to place a 
Rock/Ground or Rock/Water Pokemon on the bottom Platform such as 
Geodude or Corsola then on the next platform to the left place a 



Pokemon like Moltres or Charizard then on the Northwest platform 
place a Pokemon like Paras,Parasect or Breloom a set like that 
would get maximum Tempo. 
Then place a Shadow Pokemon on the Middle platform if the Shadow Pokemon for 
example was a Tangela press A on the Tangela and hit A on Rotate 
with the Imaginary set above it would be best to point the Arrow at 
The Corsola or the Rock/Ground Type Pokemon after the Shadow Pokemon's 
Heart Gauge has dropped to Zero go to the Pokemon HQ lab and 
step on the circular plate and press A and the Shadow Pokemon will 
be purified. NOTE: at least 1 regular Pokemon must be in the set 
or a Purification Ceremony can't be performed. 

How to purify Shadow Lugia: 

first Maximize the Tempo of all 9 Chambers then place Lugia in one of 
them then Lugia will be Purified instantly after you press A in the 
Hologram screen. 

There is no other way. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Naughty List FFF 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There are currently no known naughty people. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Credits GGG 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I writ this guide all by myself. 

I would like to thank Nintendo for such a great game. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Version History HHH 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Version 0.75 

The beggining of the guide. 

Version 0.80.02 

Corrected some Shadow Move Descriptions,corrected most grammar 
mistakes also added some Shadow Pokemon data and Purification 
Chamber data also adds Shadow Break to the Shadow Moves List.

This document is copyright Espreon and hosted by VGM with permission.


